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Thanks for downloading this PDF on how I analyze and find areas worth investing in.  I’m not a huge fan of long essays and reading a 
dry paper, so I’m going to do my best to make this document as succinct as possible with lot of photos and examples.  
 
If you have feedback or questions, please reach out to me on Instagram @KaiJAndrew.  I also offer in-depth consultation sessions 
going over all this in far more detail.  Shoot me an email and we can set something up: coachingwithkaili@gmail.com. 
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CUSTOMER & EXPERTISE 
Before even looking at property or areas to invest in, I always identify who my customer/guest is and what expertise I am leaning on 
to enter the new market.   Let’s break it down. 
 
Here are the seven main types of guests you can host.  You can choose only one, two at most.  
 

1. College Students  

 
 

2. Bachelor/Bachelorette Groups 
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3. Couples in their mid-late 20s 

 
 

4. Starting Family 

 
 

5. Established Family/Families 
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6. Older/Retired Couples 

 
 

7. Business/Corporate Travelers 

 
 
I’ve been doing this for almost 14 years and I have hosted practically every type of guest.  I personally specialize in #3 – couples in 
their mid-late 20s.  I’ll even extend that to couples in their 30s and 40s.  The main factor here is it’s only 2 people and they both have 
discretionary income.   
 
Poor broke college students most likely can’t afford $200/night stays.  Then there’s the concern of taking care of your place.  
 
Which guest you decided to cater to dictates EVERYTHING.  I can’t emphasize this enough.  Your type of guest will determine 
location, type of space, design, decoration, furniture, color of linens, glassware and ultimately price per night.  
 
All have their pros and cons, but some are easier to host than others.  Make sure you think it through and decide on what works well 
for your needs.  
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In terms of “expertise,” you’ll want to lean into your strengths or what you’re wanting to learn and develop.  This will help you 
choose the type of space you’ll be renting out.   
 
Here are the six main types of rentals: 
 

1. Large House 

 
 

2. Standard House 
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3. Condo/Townhome (Highly advise against these) 

 
 

4. ADU/Guest House 
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5. Tiny House 

 
 

6. Yurt/Tent/Dome 
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7. Super Unique – bus, airplanes, trains, treehouse, etc. 

 
 
You’ll want to define what your expertise is and make sure it matches the guest you’re going after.   
 
If you have zero building experience, I’d pass on buying the 150 year old, 8 bedroom Victorian mansion that needs heavy remodeling 
- even if you can rent it out for $1000/night.  The risk and mistakes that can, and will happen, during the process is too detrimental 
to your progress.    
 
DESTINATION AREA (national park, national forest and hot spots that draws in tourists) 
 
Time to find an area to invest in.  The first thing I always look for is a heavy destination area.   
 
Think national parks, national forests and natural, or man-made, attractions that draw in millions of visitors every year.  
 
Good examples of these: 

1. Yellowstone National Park 
2. Grand Canyon 
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3. Disneyland 
4. Statue Of Liberty 
5. Any mountain that caters to hikers, skiers and snowboarders 

 
ZILLOW (can I afford the market) 
 
Once I find a destination area I like, I have to see if I can afford the market.  Just because an area is ideal, if I can’t afford the land, 
permits and construction costs – it’s a moot point.  
 
A good example is the Bay Area in California versus just outside The Strip in Las Vegas.  Two completely different markets that are 
separated my several hundreds of thousands of dollars, if not millions, for two comparable pieces of land or property.  
 
I make sure to set my Zillow filter to what I’m specifically looking for and look at both average and median price. 
 
GOLDEN TRIANGLE (major city, guest specific attraction, destination spot) 
 
My third step, which I have dubbed the “Golden Triangle” is very simple.  Once I’ve identified an area on the map I’m looking to 
invest in, I pinpoint specific things on the map: 
 

1. Major cities that I believe most people would enjoy visiting or have a good reason to visit. 
2. Hot spots that would naturally draw in my group of guests – vineyards, restaurants, shopping, golfing, sightseeing, etc.  
3. Major natural, or man-made, attractions that draw people in – popular hiking trails, lakes, rivers, forests or parks. 

 
Once I’ve done my best to identify all these places on a map I start trying to connect the dots by making a triangle. 
 
The challenge is to make the GOLDEN TRIANGLE, where each point hits one of the three spots and each leg of the triangle is only a 
30 minute drive.  
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AirDNA (nightly rate, occupancy rate, rental growth and size) 
Once I have my triangle drawn, and hopefully, have a few golden triangles selected I use a third party website to do a quick look at 
the market.  The site I like to use is AirDNA and I just use their free version for the information I need.  
 
What I’m most interested in is: 
 

1. Nightly rate – Obviously, the higher the better. I typically aim for $120 and above.  
2. Occupancy Rate – I like to see at least 70%+. 
3. Rental Growth – I’m looking to see if the market is expanding or contracting. Both can be a good thing depending on the 

market.  
4. Size – This is the pool of competitors. It’s good to know how many you’re working with.  

 
AIRBNB  (reviews, look at competition and quality) 
Last step is the almighty Airbnb platform itself.  
 
I select dates that are at least 5 weeks out and pick nights that are in the middle of the week, which are more likely to be open. 
 
I’ll do this a number of times with different dates to make sure I see as many properties as possible.  
 
I browse through the listing and I’m looking at three major things: 

1. The “types” of properties being listed 
2. The quality of the properties that are in my niche.  
3. The number of reviews for all properties on the first page.  This helps show you how many people are actually traveling to 

that market.  Properties with 100 or more reviews are considered well established.  
 

PRO TIP: For an even deeper dive, I’ll go into individual listings with high reviews and see when was their earliest review.  
Once you know the number of years they’ve been on the platform it’s easy math to figure out how many stays they’re 
averaging per month and per year.  
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CONCLUSION 
These steps can take me as little as half an hour to several hours depending on what I drum up during the research process.   
 
I’ll leave you with this last piece of advice – Combine a good market with good business fundamentals and you’ll be rewarded 
handsomely more often than not.  And when given the option -  choose to be different, rather than be better. 
 
I go in a lot more depth in consultation sessions if you’re interested in: 
 

- Buying raw land 
- Permitting/Zoning 
- Finding financing 
- General Contracting versus DIY 
- Costs of building 
- Glamping 
- Unusual builds 
- And pretty much anything else related to short term rentals and the real estate market 

 
Hit me up at coachingwithkaili@gmail.com and let’s set you up with a session.  
 
 
 
 


